Music Department Presents

"Trip Around the World"

Notable Program Rendered In Pageant With Many Musical Numbers Featured

The Music Department of G. S. W. C. presented a unique and interesting pageant, "Trip Around the World," Monday night in the auditorium. It was especially planned for the students of the dancing and vocal classes.

The plans made required a careful casting of Mrs. Allen. The quality of time and patience of this lady, as well as the number of the vocal numbers, portray a most remarkable and inspiring example of teaching to students and their teacher, Miss Tucker. The five classes, numbers seven and eight, were most interested. Miss Turner, who directed this pageant, worked most enthusiastically with her students to bring the program to such perfection.

Sixty persons cast in the production and every group of dance was equally divided between the different countries.

Under Mrs. Allen's intelligent direction, the students had the opportunity of being transported to the musical and dance rhythms from different countries.

Numerous Chinese dances were presented to the students, portraying the Chinese culture to its best advantage.

The Chinese Dances provided a unique and interesting opportunity for students to experience the music and dance of different cultures.

DANCE REPERTOIRE

Students of Physical Education Department Afford Interesting Entertainment

The Chinese dances were combined with telling, engaging folk, interpretations, and multimedia-themed dances. The combination of old and new melodies captivated the dancers.

The idea of the dances varied, contrasting folk, interpretations, and multimedia-themed dances. The combination of old and new melodies captivated the dancers.

For the students, the dances were particularly effective and added much to the excitement of the performance.

The girls who presented their original dances were: Elizabeth Ayes, Lucille Harvey, Virginia Williams, Elizabeth A. Smith, Elizabeth Harmon, Marion Tracy, Viola Hunt, Emily Bunn, Helen Franci, Frances Scott, Jean Piggin, Marion Moore, Robert Bunt, and a host of others.

Delicious refreshments were served.

GRADUATES ARE

Given Party

Emma Hall hosted a party in the recreation hall Thursday evening as a part of the celebration of the commencement day. The party was attended by many graduates and guests of the college.

The graduates, members of the Physical Education Department, will be among the most interesting with our program.